Do E-Books Make It Harder to Remember What You Just
Read?
Digital books are lighter and more convenient to tote around than paper books, but there may be advantages to old
technology.
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I received a Kindle for my birthday, and enjoying “light reading,” in addition to the dense science
I read for work, I immediately loaded it with mysteries by my favorite authors. But I soon found
that I had difficulty recalling the names of characters from chapter to chapter. At first, I attributed
the lapses to a scary reality of getting older — but then I discovered that I didn’t have this
problem when I read paperbacks.
When I discussed my quirky recall with friends and colleagues, I found out I wasn’t the only one
who suffered from “e-book moments.” Online, I discovered that Google’s Larry Page himself had
concerns about research showing that on-screen reading is measurably slower than reading on
paper.
This seems like a particularly troubling trend for academia, where digital books are slowly
overtaking the heavy tomes I used to lug around. On many levels, e-books seem like better
alternatives to textbooks — they can be easily updated and many formats allow readers to
interact with the material more, with quizzes, video, audio and other multimedia to reinforce
lessons. But some studies suggest that there may be significant advantages in printed books if
your goal is to remember what you read long-term.
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Kate Garland, a lecturer in psychology at the University of Leicester in England, is one of the
few scientists who has studied this question and reviewed the data. She found that when the
exact same material is presented in both media, there is no measurable difference in student
performance.
However, there are some subtle distinctions that favor print, which may matter in the long run. In
one study involving psychology students, the medium did seem to matter. “We bombarded poor
psychology students with economics that they didn’t know,” she says. Two differences emerged.
First, more repetition was required with computer reading to impart the same information.
Second, the book readers seemed to digest the material more fully. Garland explains that when
you recall something, you either “know” it and it just “comes to you” — without necessarily
consciously recalling the context in which you learned it — or you “remember” it by cuing
yourself about that context and then arriving at the answer. “Knowing” is better because you can
recall the important facts faster and seemingly effortlessly.
“What we found was that people on paper started to ‘know’ the material more quickly over the
passage of time,” says Garland. “It took longer and [required] more repeated testing to get into
that knowing state [with the computer reading, but] eventually the people who did it on the
computer caught up with the people who [were reading] on paper.”

Context and landmarks may actually be important to going from “remembering” to “knowing.”
The more associations a particular memory can trigger, the more easily it tends to be recalled.
Consequently, seemingly irrelevant factors like remembering whether you read something at the
top or the bottom of page — or whether it was on the right or left hand side of a two-page
spread or near a graphic — can help cement material in mind.
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This seems irrelevant at first, but spatial context may be particularly important because
evolution may have shaped the mind to easily recall location cues so we can find our way
around. That’s why great memorizers since antiquity have used a trick called the “method of
loci” to associate facts they want to remember with places in spaces they already know, like
rooms in their childhood home. They then visualize themselves wandering sequentially through
the rooms, recalling the items as they go.
As neuroscientist Mark Changizi put it in a blog post:
In nature, information comes with a physical address (and often a temporal one), and one can
navigate to and from the address. Those raspberry patches we found last year are over the hill
and through the woods — and they are still over the hill and through the woods.
And up until the rise of the web, the mechanisms for information storage were largely spatial
and could be navigated, thereby tapping into our innate navigation capabilities. Our libraries and
books — the real ones, not today’s electronic variety — were supremely navigable.
E-books, however, provide fewer spatial landmarks than print, especially pared-down versions
like the early Kindles, which simply scroll through text and don’t even show page numbers, just
the percentage already read. In a sense, the page is infinite and limitless, which can be
dizzying. Printed books on the other hand, give us a physical reference point, and part of our
recall includes how far along in the book we are, something that’s more challenging to assess
on an e-book.
Jakob Nielsen, a Web “usability” expert and principal of the Nielsen Norman Group, believes ereading does lead to a different type of recall. “I really do think we remember less” from e-books,
he says. “This is not something I have formally measured, but just based on both studies we’ve
done looking at reading behavior on tablets and books and reading from regular computers.”
He says that studies show that smaller screens also make material less memorable. “The bigger
the screen, the more people can remember and the smaller, the less they can remember,” he
says. “The most dramatic example is reading from mobile phones. [You] lose almost all
context.”
Searching by typing or scrolling back is also more distracting than simply turning back pages to
return to an important point, he notes. “Human short-term memory is extremely volatile and
weak,” says Nielsen. “That’s why there’s a huge benefit from being able to glance [across a
page or two] and see [everything] simultaneously. Even though the eye can only see one thing
at a time, it moves so fast that for all practical purposes, it can see [the pages] and can
interrelate the material and understand it more.”
Flipping through pages is also less mentally taxing. “The more you have to expend your minimal
brain power to divert it into these other tasks [like search, the less it is] available for learning.”

This doesn’t mean that there isn’t a place for e-text books or computerized courseware,
however. Neither Nielsen nor Garland is opposed to using new media for teaching. In fact, both
believe that there are many situations in which they can offer real advantages. However,
different media have different strengths — and it may be that physical books are best when you
want to study complex ideas and concepts that you wish to integrate deeply into your memory.
More studies will likely show what material is best suited for learning in a digital format, and
what type of lessons best remain in traditional textbooks.
But someone — perhaps the publishing industry? — is going to have to take the initiative and
fund them.
Read more:
http://healthland.time.com/2012/03/14/do-e-books-impair-memory/?iid=hl-main-lede#ixzz1qtiXbjHD

If you read just one book a week but fully appreciate and absorb it, youâ€™ll be far better off than someone who skims through half the
library without paying much attention. Speedreading is bullshit. The only way to read faster is to actually read more.Â Making an effort
to form our own links is a fruitful way to better remember what we read. Nicholas Carr writes in The Shallows: The bond between book
reader and book writer has always been a tightly symbiotic one, a means of intellectual and artistic cross-fertilization. When you watch
movies or read books, you may find yourself obsessed with what will happen next. Your goal is just to get to the end. Itâ€™s helpful to
revisit the content several times. You may find that since you already know what happens, youâ€™ll be able to appreciate the details.
Replaying or rereading isnâ€™t enough.Â Chances are that by tomorrow you will forget what youâ€™ve read in this article unless you
save it, highlight it, and make a point of relating it to your life. Bookmark this and come back to it so that you can remember what you
need to do to have better recall on the media you consume. Watching movies and reading mindlessly is a a waste of time. Make the
most of everything that you see and read by finding ways to engage with the content.

